Founded in 2020, aurora journal celebrates underrepresented voices
that ignite and replenish. Committed to the discovery and promotion
of electrifying pieces to ensure our readers indulge in adventurous
and imaginative experience, we champion women artists, writers
and translators. We publish creative visual art and nature writing. We
welcome experimental works that stay with you like a second layer of
skin, works that evoke logical chaos and the longing to take a seat, a
roar, a whisper, a sun-kiss.
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To the reader,
Welcome to our second issue’s immersion into the universe. In
addition to our usual focus on nature writing and feminism, our
second issue is centered around the theme kira-kira キラキラ. In
Japanese, “kira-kira” is an onomatopoeic word for glittering or
shining. As we wondered what theme we would choose for this
issue, and what kira-kira meant to us, we reflected on aspects
of our daily life, the moments, the places and the people who
stirred up a spark. the tiny things that felt like magic. The ethereal aspects of daily life that stay with you. Whether it’s the gemlike reflections of the ocean, or the mysterious glint in a cavern,
or the look in someone’s eye, some things are just light.
We hope we can offer you with this issue, a little ray of light,
even if it’s just a spark, a spoonful of kira-kira キラキラ. I hope
the following poems and artworks stay with you as they have
with us.
The sun will rise again tomorrow.
Sending sunshine,

Esther J. Santiago
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escarcha

Fran Fernández Arce

Look after it. Look after
this bag of technicolour frost.
Look at my hands. Look at them
dancing with each other
under a rain of sparkling shards.
It looks like this. It looks
like a rain of precious stones, miniscule
diamonds, fractured before their fall.
It goes like a song that goes along
your heartstrings, a multicoloured
symphony of twinkling lights. Now
look at me. Look at me looking at your lips
heavy with the glitter of our first kiss.

Megan Resnik
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Cancer Moon, Cancer Rising
Elizabeth Galoozis

the flat sheet of sea
between each wave
has always been a church
for my body.
the place
where I grasp its matter.
my most moving dreams
suffused with water:
gravely shining fish
streaming around me
in a sodden meadow.
bathing in the light
of an outsized moon
pulling at my blood
as it shimmers.
I moved to the ocean
as soon as I could.
then to another.
Let myself
be scratched and pummeled
for the joy
of being carried into shore.
Let salt lodge
in my throat
for the night.
I have never tried to exert my own power.
even to think I could.
to say to the ocean anything
but
you are my body;
my body is you.
5

Plum Island

Elizabeth Galoozis

We sit, shedding salt and sand,
in the breezy dusk
between gravel parking lot
and piled traps
for a creature to be boiled alive.
Borne by a teenage boy,
unhanded onto the picnic table
in paper with ten-step instructions.
Following them is a struggle
for two non-natives. I finally
shatter a claw; you crack
the thorax open, surgical.
Green parts shimmer inside.
Steam, juice, carapace
pulling the outside in.
Later, you stand behind the car,
help me forward an inch, then back,
fitting and starting
out of a tight spot,
finally getting free
to the one road
through the salt marsh,
the stink of the ocean on our hands.
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Coco Spencer

Coco Spencer
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Kitsungi

Kate Meyer-Currey

Somewhere
Somehow
Something
Someone
Broke us
Cracks showed
Chinks in
Our armour;
Shards got under
Our skin
Like grit in
Grazed knees
Splinters needled us
Wounds re-opened
Beyond repair
But we picked up
Our shattered selves
Remade them golden
At the breaks
Glowing through
Pain’s alchemy.
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It’s called calving

Lyndal Frazier-Cairns

when an ice sheet loses a chunk.
Calving
a kind of newborn death.
They say you hear a big crack
then water rushes in
sharp and thunderous
an explosion.
Adrift for the first time in thousands of years
it flips
like a gender-reveal party for the planet,
it is baby blue.
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Luer du matin violet jaune
(Chanson du matin 1)

The morning glows purple (Morning Song 1)

Translated from the French by the Author Lorelei Bacht

Lorelei Bacht

Lueur du matin violet jaune
Autour du temple
les écoliers se pressent dédale
De motos et klaxons
Les arbres se dénudent
On prépare la poussière
En cale sèche de saison
Vivement la pluie en attendant
C’est mangue et papillons

11

The morning glows
In purple and yellow around
The temple schoolchildren
Swarm a maze of motorcycle horns
Striptease of the trees
We are preparing for the dust
Dry socket of the season
Tomorrow rain today
Mangoes and butterflies
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Worth Remembering
Abby Bland

Again it is evening.
The kitchen window
cracked open,
fireflies glimmer
in the yard.
Your hands are gently
folding raspberries,
freckled with ice,
into the dough
and still they break.
The red flavor blooms
like scattered dahlias
across the pale surface
as you press it flat
against the stone countertop
and then pull
the knife through slowly,
the dough sticky
and clinging.
Later the scones emerge
from the oven golden,
warm and dappled
like the sunset sky
out the window.
As crumbs dust your chin,
I think this moment
is worth remembering.

Caroline Dinh
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Winter Dawn

Gurupreet Khahal

A bowl of sunrise
cradled by spindled black arms:
bare trees with gnarled roots.
Along the bayou,
mirrored in banked ice crystals,
a blue heron glides.

Ice Rose

Allene Nichols
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Variations on Holiday Romance
Cheng Tim Tim

If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
the dim glow of wild plants, glinting beads
of my headscarf amplified in your headlight.
You lost the lake found during the day.
If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
shimmering belts of coins in the foothills
across a bruish shore, every household
a short-lived, bright shock each to their own.
If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
street lamps dotting the air above a highway.
Electric absence between us in the backseat
burnt an orange curve into the boozy night.
If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
the man-made galaxy of towering vertebrae
and fish scales partially scraped, spectrum
lit in the sleepless eyes by the windows.
If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
the dawn breaking in the double vision
of a pink pill. The old beach, muffled gold
of why-don’t-you-come-sit-next-to-me.

Fire Reflection
Allene Nichols

If I never said I loved you, I was dreaming of
the sonic slants of morning sun. Birdsongs,
water flow touched the hotel’s hazy curtain.
You lost me to the raspy voice of summers.
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Mountain Reflection
Allene Nichols

Caroline Dinh

Plant

Allene Nichols
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FRAN FERNANDEZ ARCE (she/her) is a Chilean poet currently
living in Suffolk, England. She enjoys rambling in both English and
Spanish about all the things she is doing at the moment.
ABBY BLAND (she/her) lives and writes in Kansas City. Her work
has appeared in Ghost City Review, What Are Birds? and elsewhere.
Her chapbook The Odds Against a Starry Cosmos was published in
November 2020 with Perennial Press. You can follow her on Instagram and Twitter @applestoabby.
ELIZABETH GALOOZIS (she/her) has had poems appear in Sundog Lit, Faultline, Mantis, Not Very Quiet, Sinister Wisdom, and in
parentheses, among others. Her poem “Cento: Six Women in Five
Parts’’ was nominated for a Pushcart Prize. She works as a librarian
and lives in southern California with her wife Michelle, cat Stella, and
too many fruit trees.
GURUPREET K. KHALSA is a current resident of Mobile, Alabama, having lived previously in Ohio, Washington State, India, New
Mexico, and California. She received her Ph.D. in Instructional Design from the University of South Alabama. Previously she taught
middle and high school English classes, emphasizing poetry writing,
for over 20 years and was active in the California Writing Project’s
initiative to improve student academic writing skills. She is a part
time online instructor in graduate education programs.
KATE MEYER-CURREY was born in 1969 and moved to Devon in 1973. Landscape, whether urban or rural, shapes her writing.
Her varied career in a range of frontline settings has fuelled an interest in gritty urbanism, contrasted with her rural upbringing and
which inspired the title of her forthcoming chapbook (Dancing Girl
Press)‘County Lines’ (due out 2021). Her poem ‘Family Landscape:
Colchester 1957’ was published by ‘Not Very Quiet’ in September
2020. Her poem ‘Invocation’ is forthcoming with WhimsicalPoet.
com (February 2021). Her ADHD also instils a sense of ‘other’ in her
life and writing. Showing this reality and evoking unheard, unrepresented voices drives her urge to write.
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LYNDAL FRAZIER-CAIRNS (she/her) is a Portland-based poet
who writes about science and the environment. Her work has been
featured in Cordite Poetry Review, Wordstorm, Beast Crawl, 100
Thousand Poets for Change, Writers Victoria, and Australian Poetry. In late 2020, she self-published a chapbook of poems about the
tragedy of Pluto called Planet-ish. Find her on Twitter at @planet_ish
and her words at planet-ish.com
MEGAN RESNIK (she/her) has been doing art stuff since she was a
kid and more seriously for 3 years. She likes doing digital art, especially portraits.
ALLENE NICHOLS is a college professor, writer, backpacker and
photographer. Her photography has appeared in Lifting the Sky:
Southwestern Haiku and Haiga and Unearthed. Her poetry has
appeared in many journals and anthologies, including: Veils, Halos,
and Shackles and Impossible Archetype.
COCO SPENCER is a mixed-media artist with an emphasis in analogue collage from Oakland, CA now based in Chicago, IL. @cocozpencer (she/her)
CAROLINE DINH is a comp sci student who sometimes makes art.
She is the founder of Backslash Lit and has work published or forthcoming in Flash Point SF, Ample Remains, and Pollux Journal. Talk
to her anytime about leitmotifs—she doesn’t know too much about
them but she wishes she did.
LORELEI BACHT (she/her/they/them) is a European poet living in
Asia with her family, which includes two young children and a lot of
chaos. Her current work is primarily concerned with gender, motherhood, marriage, and aging. This year, her work has appeared or is
forthcoming in such publications as OpenDoor Poetry Magazine,
Litehouse, Global Poemic, Visual Verse, Visitant and Quail Bell. She
can be found on instagram: @lorelei.bacht.writer
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We are grateful for you, the reader. Thank you to our contributors for being the life of aurora, and for trusting us with your
works. Thank you to our wonderful team of women for the universe— Lilia, Eilieen, Kelly and Liz—for all the hard work and
love you’ve invested in aurora, and for your patience throughout our countless emails, Zoom meetings and never-ending
polls on GroupMe. Lastly, we express our gratitude to everyone
who, in one way or another has shown support for aurora. Your
support is our sunrise.
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